
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

2 Litre EcoSpin  
Portable Washing Machine 

RCC422 
User Manual 

 



    《 Important Safety Precautions 》                               
¬Please read this manual thoroughly and carefully and follow all instructions and safety 
guidelines before using. Incorrect operation can result in serious damage or injury. 

 

ATTENTION 

1. Be careful not to add water higher than the Max Level listed here. If water is too high, the 

fast speed of the handle will cause to overflow. 

2. Do not open the plug of the drain hose when washing. 

3. The suction cups are designed to hold the machine in place during working. Do not pull up 

the product when you want to move it, should level shift it. 

4. For storage, pull the handle up slightly and then fold it down over the lid. 

5. Never try to move the product by grabbing the handle. 

6. Never try to pull up the handle when you rotate the handle 

7. Never try to open the lid when it is working, especially when it is spinning. 

8. Make sure the product is level when spinning to avoid damaging the feet. 

9. Do not use boiling water. 

10. Do not store the machine with water in it. 

11. Do not overload the machine. 

12. Keep machine and all laundry detergents away from children and pets. 

13. This machine is not intended for use by persons(including children)who are week in 

physical fitness, slow in response, or mentally disabled, unless they are directed or assisted by 
the person responsible for their safety. 

 

 

 



      《 Product  Descriptions 》         

 
                     Movable handle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      《 Product  Specification 》             

Product Size 340x340x343mm 

Product Weight About 2.0kgs 

Wash/Spin Capacity About 2.0kgs 

 



        《 Using  Guide 》                
¬The RCC422 is an eco-friendly, hand-powered wash-spin cycle for washing garments. 
It is suited to wash and spin delicate articles, such as bras, t-shirts, underwear, socks, 
face towels and more. 

 
Open the lid as the “Open” sticker list on side    Close the Lid and lock the lid 
Of the lid                                  
 
 
 
 
 
Take out spinning basket and inset to connect  
the whole pulsator. Inset whole pulsator into the 
axle on bottom of the cabinet.               

 
    

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Add the required amount of water and 
detergent according to the washing chart. 

                Washing Chart： 

 

   

                

 
Attention：Do not add water higher than 
          The Max Level listed here. 
 

Load(pcs) Detergent Wash Time 

1-2 1tablespoon 1 minute 

2-3 2tablespoons 1.5 minutes 

3-4 3tablespoons 2 minutes 



Washing           Rinsing         
Place the RCC422 on the edge of a flat, level    Turn the handle a few times to spin the  
sink or tub. Pull up the handle.               laundry and drain any excess water.                 

               Leave the laundry in the machine and refill 
it with clean water according the amount 
listed in the washing guide above. 
Close the lid and rotate the handle for about 
30 seconds. Drain water. If need further 
rinsing, fill with clean water and repeat.  

Or insert movable handle to turn easily.       Spin Dryer        

Take out whole pulsator and put inside 
spinning basket. Load wet clothes into it. 
Close lid and lock it. 

 
 
 
 
Begin turning the handle to wash, using added 
power at first. Turn clockwise one round and  
stop a while then counter-clockwise one round. 

 
Do not turn quickly when washing   

 to avoid overflow! 
Never try to pull up the handle when 
turning the handle ! 

 

Drain water          Make sure to down drain hose and open plug.  

Down the drain hose, open plug to drain water. 
Remember to insert plug when you add water.  Rotate the handle in one direction. The faster 

you rotate it the drier the clothing will get. 
For best results, hold the machine using your 
other hand so you can rotate quickly. When 
spinning, you will be rotating quickly so it’s 
possible that the machine will shake slightly. 
This is normal. If it is shaking too much, it 
might mean the clothing isn’t distributed 
properly. In this case, just let go of the 
handle until it stops working. Open the lid to 
balance clothes inside, then close the lid and 
begin to spin again. 



        《 Maintenance 》         

ATTENTION：Do not clean the machine with organic 

solvent! 

Clean  outside 
If have to clean outside of the machine, do it with 
soft mop and neutral detergent. And dry outside 
after cleaning. 

 

Clean  inside 
The one of biggest advantage of the product is that 
We can clean the whole pulsator, spinning basket and 
inside of cabinet. 

Clean  pulsator 
Take out the pulsator directly and clean. 
If you want to further clean, you can pull out with a little  
power to separate two parts. 

 

Clean spinning basket 
Take out the basket directly and clean. 

 

 

Clean cabinet 
Clean cabinet after take out plusator and spinning basket. 

 
ATTENTION:  
Make sure to dry all parts to avoid producing peculiar         smell if long time 
no use! 
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